Registry Operations Team

**Janell Martin, CAE**  
*Director, Registry Operations*

Janell Martin, CAE, has been working with RISE since September 2018. She has worked at the ACR for 10 years and spent time in the Membership, Education, and IT departments. Janell’s primary responsibilities include managing and marketing the registry and ensuring the registry’s QCDR status as determined by the Centers for Medicaid & Medicare Services (CMS). Outside of work, Janell enjoys reading (all the books!), theater, and Orangetheory classes. You can reach Janell at jmartin@rheumatology.org or 404-633-3777 x809.

**Lindsey Hunter, MS**  
*Specialist, Registry Operations*

Lindsey Hunter, MS, started with the RISE team in November 2019. She has worked at the ACR for over four years and previously worked in the Education—Training and Workforce department. Lindsey’s primary responsibility is to assist current and incoming RISE users in utilizing the registry to its fullest potential and managing user inquiries. Outside of work, Lindsey enjoys cooking, lap swimming, and listening to podcasts and audiobooks. You can reach Lindsey at lhunter@rheumatology.org or 404-633-3777 x821.

**Allison Plitman, MPA**  
*Specialist, Registry Communications*

Allison Plitman, MPA, started working for the RISE team in January 2020. This is her first role with the ACR, and she is excited to be a new member of the RISE team. Allison’s primary responsibility is implementing RISE’s marketing and communications to effectively tell the story of the registry’s benefits to current and future users. When not at work, Allison loves cycling, listening to podcasts, and knitting gifts for anyone and everyone. You can reach Allison at aplitman@rheumatology.org or 404-633-3777 x136.

Registry Analytics Team

**Tracy Johansson, MS**  
*Director, Registry Analytics*

Tracy Johansson, MS, has been a member of the RISE team since March 2016. She was introduced to the field of rheumatology through her previous role with the Rheumatology Research Foundation. Tracy’s primary responsibilities include managing the ACR’s suite of rheumatology quality measures and their implementation in RISE, as well as overseeing the use of RISE for research. Tracy is an avid sports fan and enjoys reading (more often, listening to) sci-fi/fantasy books. You can reach Tracy at tjohansson@rheumatology.org or 404-633-3777 x105.

**Amber Washington**  
*Coordinator, Registry Analytics*

Amber Washington has been working with RISE since October 2019. Before becoming a part of the RISE team, she worked as the Administrative Assistant for the ACR’s Practice, Advocacy, and Quality department for two years. Amber’s primary responsibilities include managing the process for reviewing requests to analyze RISE data and moving approved requests through the analytic pipeline. Amber loves taking dance/fitness classes and more recently, being up in the air on aerial silks! You can reach Amber at awashington@rheumatology.org or 404-633-3777 x841.